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Abstract

The hypersonic boundary layer (HBL) transition on a slender cone at moderate
incidence is studied via a symmetry-based length model: the SED-SL model. The
SED-SL specifies an analytic stress length function (which defines the eddy viscosity)
describing a physically sound two-dimensional multi-regime structure of transitional
boundary layer. Previous studies showed accurate predictions, especially on the drag
coefficient, by the SED-SL for airfoil flows at different subsonic Mach numbers, Reynolds
numbers and angles of attack. Here, the SED-SL is extended to compute the hypersonic
heat transfer on a 7° half-angle straight cone at Mach numbers 6 and 7 and angles of
attack from 0° to 6°. It is shown that a proper setting of the multi-regime structure with
three parameters (i.e. a transition center, an after-transition near-wall eddy length, and
a transition width quantifying transition overshoot) yields an accurate description of
the surface heat fluxes measured in wind tunnels. Uniformly good agreements
between simulations and measurements are obtained from windward to leeward side
of the cone, implying the validity of the multi-regime description of the transition
independent of instability mechanisms. It is concluded that a unified description for
the HBL transition of cone is found, and might offer a basis for developing a new
transition model that is simultaneously of computational simplicity, sound physics and
greater accuracy.
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1 Introduction
Hypersonic boundary layer (HBL) transition has a crucial impact on the performance
of high-speed flying vehicles and has been the focus of many theoretical, experimen-
tal and numerical studies during the past several decades [1]. Compared to low-speed
flows, HBL transition is subjected to more instability mechanisms and more transition-
influential factors [2, 3]. Anderson [4] has concluded that the transition onset Reynolds
number of HBL depends on nearly twenty factors, in general. Formulating a model to
describe the effects of the many factors has been a long-lasting research target. However,
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few results are satisfactory, owing to the complexity from the interplay of multiple factors
[2] and from the variation of influential pattern in a wide factor range (e.g. for the nose-
tip bluntness effect [5]). Since nearly all transition models include a correlation equation
to define the transition onset location [6, 7], which is poorly predicted in general, the
existing models usually give insufficient and even undetermined prediction accuracies [8,
9]. Furthermore, HBLs are generally governed by different instability mechanisms on dif-
ferent surface areas [1, 10, 11], which results in enormous complexities in modeling and
simulating HBL transitions [12, 13]. The status calls for a reflection: whether one should
always rely on a correct description of the transition mechanism for the foundation of a
transition model, or perhaps might discover a universal principle governing transitional
boundary layers, and work out a more efficient transition model. Here we take the latter
perspective and attempt to develop a new approach.
To begin with, we propose a notion of “similarity structure” of boundary layer, which

ensures a similarity of the flow for varying Reynolds number (Re), Mach number (Ma),
etc. We further introduce a notion of “order function” as the similarity variable to display
the right symmetry of the similarity structure. Specifically, for boundary layers, the most
important symmetry is the symmetry under a dilation transformation from the wall in
the wall-normal direction and that from the leading edge in the streamwise direction.
And the similarity variable is a (stress) length (SL) that characterizes the size of eddies
most relevant to the momentum transport (so as to define the eddy viscosity). In the so-
called structural ensemble dynamics (SED) theory [14], it has been identified that a wall-
normally four-layer structure (corresponding to the viscous sublayer, buffer layer, log-
layer and bulk flow) is the similarity structure of turbulent boundary layer (TBL). And its
dilation symmetry is expressed by the SL function with a unique scaling law with the wall
distance within each layer, as well as a universal scaling transition between adjacent layers,
which have been derived from a novel Lie-group analysis of the momentum and energy
balance equations [14, 15], and validated in detail for the canonical (i.e. zero-pressure-
gradient flat-plate) TBL [14]. As a consequence, the mean-flow profiles of the canonical
TBL have been predicted, for the first time, over the whole boundary layer thickness and
for all Re, at an unprecedented accuracy compared to direct numerical simulation (DNS)
and experimental data [14, 16, 17].
More recently, a streamwise three-layer structure (corresponding to the laminar, tran-

sitional and fully-developed TBL states, respectively) was suggested for the SL function
to describe transitional boundary layers, which yielded a new algebraic transition model
called SED-SL [18]. Application of the SED-SL to several airfoil flows (e.g. NACA0012 and
RAE2822) at different subsonic Ma, Re and angles of attack (AoA), yielded an unprece-
dented accuracy (up to a few counts) in the drag prediction [19], indicating the validity
of the concept of the similarity structure and pointing out an interesting new direc-
tion for turbulence model construction. It is interesting to know whether or not this
symmetry-based model can capture the universal features of transition processes, whose
parameterization might show more clear dependency on the influential factors, without
involving specific instability mechanism that causes the transition.We present here a pre-
liminary study to apply the SED-SL to the HBL transition over a straight cone with an
AoA, to further validate the merit of the model.
In the following, we employ the SED-SL to compute the transitional flows on a 7° half-

angle straight cone at Ma 6 and 7 and AoA from 0° to 6°. It is shown that, by properly
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setting the two-dimensional, multi-regime structure of the HBL over the cone surface
through only three parameters of clear physical meaning (i.e. a transition center, an after-
transition near-wall eddy length, and a transition width quantifying transition overshoot),
the SED-SL correctly reproduces the heat flux distribution on the whole cone surface, in
excellent agreement with the wind tunnel data. We demonstrate a simple adaptation of
the SED-SL to different flow parameters (e.g.Ma, AoA, free-stream disturbances), and to
different instability mechanisms (which vary with AoA and the circumferential angle of
the cone). Thus, we have proposed a unified description for the HBL transition under the
change of several influential factors and transition mechanisms. With future studies to
determine the variations of the three physical parameters with the surface geometry and
flow conditions, the SED-SL has a potential to lead a new generation of transition model
that is simultaneously of computational simplicity, sound physics and greater accuracy.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the SED-SL model and the

computational setup. Section 3 presents the results of computation, which validate our
predictions for different flow cases. Section 4 is devoted to discussion and conclusion.

2 Theory
In the Favre RANS approach, the conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy,
under the thin-layer and Boussinesq approximations and assuming constant turbulent
Prandtl number, are written as follows [12]:
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+ ∂
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where overbar denotes Reynolds averaging and tilde denotes Favre averaging; ρ is fluid
density, Uj is the j-th component of velocity and xj represents the Cartesian coordinate.
P = ρRT is the static pressure (R is the gas constant) and total entropy H̄ = Ẽ + P̄/ρ̄,
where total energy E = CvT +K with Cv the specific heat at constant volume, T the static
temperature and K the kinetic energy of the flow

(
K = 1

2UkUk
)
. The molecular Prandtl

number Pr is 0.72, and the turbulent Prandtl number Prt is set to 0.9. The stress σ̄ij is
expressed by using the Boussinesq approximation as follows:

σ̄ij = 2 (μ̄ + μt)

(
S̃ij − 1

3
S̃kkδij

)
, (4)

where Sij = 1
2

(
∂Ui
∂xj + ∂Uj

∂xi

)
is the strain rate tensor. The molecular viscosity μ is com-

puted by using the Sutherland law: μ
μ∞ = 1+Ts/T∞

T/T∞+Ts/T∞

(
T
T∞

)3/2
, where TS = 110.4(K)

and subscript ∞ indicates the free-stream property. The turbulent viscosity μt has to be
modeled.

2.1 The SED-SL transition model

The SED theory has extended the classical mixing length concept [20] to multiple
Reynolds stress lengths to describe both the Reynolds shear stresses and the Reynolds
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normal stresses [15]. The Reynolds shear stress length �12 in a compressible TBL is
defined as:

�12 =
√

−ũ′′v′′

∂yŨ
, (5)

where Ũ is the streamwise mean velocity, u′′ and v′′ are the Favre fluctuations of the
streamwise and wall-normal velocity components, respectively. �12 has been interpreted
as the characteristic size of eddies responsible for the wall-normal turbulent transport of
momentum. It is applied for expressing μt of TBL in the SED-SL model as follows [17–
19]:

μt = ρ̄�212 |ω̃| , (6)

where ω̃ = ∂yŨ − ∂xṼ , following the same convention as in the Baldwin-Lomax model
[21].
The SED theory predicts that the stress length �12 possesses a multilayer form in fully-

developed TBL [14, 15]:
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where y+ is the distance from the wall in the wall unit (i.e. y+ = yuτ /ν̄w, ν is the kinematic

viscosity, uτ is the friction velocity: uτ =
√
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dŨ
dy

∣
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/ρ̄w, and subscript w denotes wall

value), y+
buf is the thickness of the buffer layer, �+

0 = 9.72κ/y+
buf is the near-wall eddy

length, and κ is the Karman constant. r = 1 − y/δ is the outer coordinate, being the
distance (to the wall) from the outer dilation center (at δ) of the TBL. In the currentmodel,
δ is evaluated following the Baldwin-Lomax model [21] by

δ = ymax
0.3

, (10)

where ymax = y
(
max

(
�+inner
12 |ω̃|

))
. Eq.(7)-Eq.(9) describe a wall-normally four-layer

structure for the canonical TBL, including the viscous sublayer (with thickness 9.7 and
power law of �+

12 ∝ y+3/2), buffer layer (with thickness y+
buf and power law of �+

12 ∝ y+2),
log-layer and bulk/wake flow (with the 1 − r4 structure); it is easy to verify that for y+ �
y+
buf and r ≈ 1 in Eq.(7), i.e. in the matching region between the inner and outer regimes
of TBL, one obtains the celebrated linear law �+

12 = κy+ of Prandtl [20].
For the canonical TBL the SED asserts that y+

buf is about 41, and κ , 0.45, thus �+
0 is about

1.03. Consequently there is no free parameter in Eq.(7)-Eq.(9), but adequate to accurately
predict the whole mean velocity profile of canonical TBL at all (above moderate) Re [14].
As to non-canonical TBLs, the above four-layer structure may be deformed by the influ-
ential factors (such as pressure gradient) and evolve spatially. A crucial assumption of the
SED is that, because the wall constraint remains the dominant effect, the deformation is
only finite, slow and continuous, such that it can be described with variable multi-layer
structure parameters. Two parameters have been identified to be crucial: �+

0 and y+
buf ,
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which determine the global size and location of the strongest eddies (which are vulnerable
to environmental variation) and thus characterise the major deformation of the bound-
ary layer. The above assumption has been validated for a series of non-canonical TBLs, in
particular, the transitional boundary layer (TrBL) [18, 19].
To describe the TrBL, Xiao and She [18] have proposed a two-dimensional multi-regime

structure by postulating a streamwise multilayer dilation with respect to the leading edge
(i.e. x = 0) for �+

0 and y+
buf . Here, for the transitional HBL of cone, they are written as

follows:
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in which three transition parameters are introduced. x∗ is called the transition center,
being a newly-identified indicator for the transition location that is believed superior in
physics than the conventional transition onset location [18]. x∗ requires further modeling
and remains an adjustable model parameter in the present study. �+

0∞ characterises the
near-wall eddy size of the fully-developed TBL; it determines the skin friction and surface
heat flux after the transition. �+

0∞ depends on pressure gradient,Ma and wall temperature
(Tw), etc. [19]. For not-far-from adiabatic TrBL with less than moderate pressure gradi-
ent, such as the current cone flows, �+

0∞ is around unity, i.e. the canonical TBL value; for
hypersonic flow over significantly cooled wall, it can be substantially smaller than unity
owing to the strong squeezing effect of very largeMa and very small Tw on the eddy size.
βl ≥ 1 is a coefficient that quantifies the strength of the transition overshoot (a phe-
nomenon that the skin-friction coefficient and Stanton number at around the transition
end considerably surpass their TBL values at the same Reynolds number). It is the ratio
of the location where the transition starts to relax to the fully-developed TBL to the loca-
tion of the transition center, thus it (when larger than unity) defines a unique transition
regime between the laminar and fully-turbulent regimes. The larger the β , the wider the
transition regime, the stronger the transition overshoot, and the higher the peak heat flux.
When β = 1, no transition regime or transition overshoot appears. For most by-pass
transitions, the typical value of β is about 1.1.
Note that the scaling exponents 5 in Eq. (11) and 5.5 in Eq. (12) are empirical parameters

determined previously by using experimental data of a series of bypass transitions [18,
19]. They quantify the streamwise establishment of the wall-normally four-layer structure
of TBL during the transition process. Or, frankly speaking, they quantify the transition
speed. For most bypass transitions subjected to free-stream disturbances in conventional
wind tunnels, the current setting is adequate. In the DNS cases, however, the transition
seems to be much quicker than that in the experiment and larger scaling exponents are
required to gain an accurate description. See the discussion in [19].
Here we apply the above model to investigate the hypersonic transitional flows over

straight cones at moderate AoA. As is presented, varying the three model parameters
yields accurate descriptions of a substantial variety of surface heat flux distributions in
the HBL transition of straight cone. A note about the computation is that, the stream-
wise coordinate x in Eqs. (11) and (12) is approximated by the axial coordinate of the
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cone (which is also denoted by x with x = 0 being the cone nose tip) for computational
simplicity, which affects very little at moderate AoA.

2.2 Numerical implementation

The RANS equations closed by the SED-SLmodel were solved by using the CFL3D, which
was developed in the early 1980s in the Computational Fluids Laboratory at NASA Lang-
ley Research Center, and has been used to support numerous NASA programs since then
and continues to be used today, particularly for validation and verification of newly devel-
oped turbulence models. The current SED-SL code was developed based on the code of
the B-L model in CFL3D, considering their apparent similarity.
Three sets of grid have been tested for the 7° half-angle cone. Grid one has a uniform

mesh with grid number 31 in the circumferential direction (from 0° to 180°, i.e. a half-
model simulation), an increasingly coarsening mesh with grid number 173 in the axial
direction, and a stretching mesh with grid number 131 in the wall normal direction. The
physical dimension of the grid is: 1275 mm of cone length, 64 mm of radius in the front
plane and 1325 mm of radius in the end plane of the cone. It has been verified that the
first wall-normal mesh has a dimension of y+ < 0.7 over the whole cone surface for all the
investigated cases. Grid two is doubled in the circumferential direction, and grid three is
doubled in both the circumferential and axial directions, for testing grid convergence.
The boundary conditions are set as the following. The free stream boundary condition

is used for the inflow. The isothermal, no-slip, solid-wall boundary condition is employed
on the cone surface. Since we have conducted a half-model simulation, the symmetry
condition is applied on the symmetry plane. Finally, the extrapolation condition is used
for the outflow.
As to the numerical algorithms, an implicit approximate-factorization method is

applied for time advancing. The viscous fluxes are computed with the second-order
central differences, and the inviscid fluxes are computed with the upwind flux-difference-
splitting method. The RANS equations are solved in parallel on a workstation with 16
CPU cores.
The experimental data sets used for validation are listed in Table 1. They are selected

from the very recent measurements on the surface heat flux and/or surface temperature
of 7° half-angle straight cones at moderate AoA, all covering a major portion of cone sur-
face with high measurement accuracy. The first experiment was conducted by Willems
et al. [22] in the hypersonic wind tunnel (H2K) of the German Aerospace Center (GAC)
in Cologne. Surface temperatures and heat fluxes were measured by means of quanti-
tative infrared thermography for the whole cone surface. The second experiment was
performed by Chen et al. [23] in the �1m Hypersonic Wind Tunnel of the China Aero-
dynamics Research and Development Center (CARDC). Only surface temperature was
measured for the windward and leeward cone surfaces by quantitative infrared thermog-
raphy. In Table 1, RN denotes the cone nose-tip radii, P0 is the total pressure, T0 is the

Table 1 The flow parameters of the test cases

Case Re∞(×107m−1) Ma∞ P0(MPa) T0(K) Tw(K) AoA(°) RN(mm)

GAC-0,6 0.911 7 2.288 601.4 300 0,6 1.6

CARDC-0,2,4,6 1.0 6 1.1 474 300 0,2,4,6 0.05
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total temperature, and Tw is the cone surface temperature set in the current numerical
simulation.

3 Result
Before presenting the results, the effects of the grid and isothermal wall condition on the
simulation results have been assessed. For the grid convergence, it has been found that
grid one is adequate for AoA no more than 4◦, but grid two has to be used for accurately
calculating the surface heat flux around the leeward center of the cone at AoA = 6◦,
because of the strong streamwise vortices there. The other issue is about the isothermal
wall condition applied in the simulation. In the GAC experiment, the cone surface tem-
perature was measured by quantitative infrared thermography and the surface heat flux
was derived accordingly based on a heat-transfer model. One finds in [22] that for the
GAC cases the surface temperature in the turbulent region is clearly larger than that in the
laminar region, and the temperature difference can be as large as 60 K for the GAC-6 case,
which is about 10% of the stagnation temperature (whereas in the CARDC-6 case, only
about 1%). So the cone surface is not actually isothermal as the setting of the numerical
simulation. We have assessed the effects of the isothermal wall condition on the surface
heat flux distribution by increasing the wall temperature from 300 K to 340 K in the GAC-
6 case. Indeed, about 15% decrease of heat flux can be found in some locations. Neglecting
such a discrepancy, the isothermal wall condition is utilized for simplicity in the current
studies.
Validation of the model is conducted by comparing the surface heat fluxes. The

dimensionless heat flux Ch (or the Stanton number St) is defined as:

Ch = St =
kw ∂T

∂y |w
ρ∞U∞Cp(Tr − Tw)

, (13)

where Tr = T∞
(
1 + r(γ − 1)Ma∞2/2

)
[24] with γ = 1.4, r = √

Pr [25] (i.e. the lam-
inar value. Changing to the turbulent value of r = Pr1/3 leads to a change of St smaller
than a few percent.), k is the thermal conductivity, and Cp is the specific heat at constant
pressure. The focus on Ch is because of the following. Ch is the most widely measured
quantity and the upmost concern in engineering applications. It indicates the location,
strength and extension of the transition process, and provides a strong constraint to the
flow field: if the TrBL is not correctly simulated, the Ch distribution can hardly be correct.
The current study serves a purpose to validate the SED-SL description of the various

hypersonic TrBLs over the cone through the aforementioned three model parameters
(i.e. x∗, �+

0∞, βl), which are determined after a prediction-correction procedure: first,
setting the parameter values; second, solving the RANS equations with the SED-SL
model; third, comparing the numerical prediction with the experimental results and
updating the parameters until an accurate prediction is achieved. Note that such a pro-
cedure can easily be implemented only because the current model parameters have
clear physical meanings and are directly related to the shape of the Ch. By contin-
uously repeating this procedure in different sample flow cases, the SED-SL eventu-
ally will cover a wide flow regime and gain full prediction capacity for engineering
applications.
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3.1 Simulation of the GAC experiment

Following the above procedure, the three parameters are measured for the GAC and
CARDC cases. In the current flows �+

0∞ is found invariant with AoA and the circumfer-
ential angle θ , and identical to the canonical TBL value (≈ 1.0), which perhaps is because
Ma is not very large, the cone surface is not very cold, and the pressure gradient is mild.
In comparison, βl and especially Rex∗ vary with AoA and θ , as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Variations of a the transition center Reynolds number Rex∗ and b the transition overshoot strength
parameter βl with the circumferential angle θ for the GAC and CARDC test cases
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Rex∗ (= x∗Re∞) is a new indicator of the transition front. At AoA = 2◦ and 4◦ of the
CARDC cases, Rex∗ varies almost linearly with θ and becomes flattened near θ = 0◦

and 180◦ to adapt to the symmetry condition. At AoA = 6◦, one finds in Fig. 1a that
Rex∗ begins to break up into three regions: a windward region with a significantly post-
poned and rapid changing transition front, a wide cross-flow region with a relatively
slowly advancing transition front, and a narrow leeward region with a much earlier tran-
sition front. Such a behaviour is more apparent for the GAC-6 case than the CARDC-6
case. The reason for this break-up is likely because of the circumferential variation of the
dominant transition mechanism at moderate AoA [11]. Indeed, the Mack second mode
that governs the whole cone surface at zero incidence shrinks to a portion of the wind-
ward region with increasing AoA. The cross-flow mode then occupies the main surface
of the cone owing to the wide-spread pressure gradient in the circumferential direction,
leaving only a narrow leeward region for the streamwise vortex mode, where streamlines
converge and form counter-rotating streamwise vortices that promote the transition.
The variation of βl is simpler (Fig. 1b). It is invariant with AoA and θ in the cross-

flow and leeward regimes, but decreasing (linearly, in the present empirical setting) with
decreasing θ in the windward region. In the cone windward, βl also decreases with
increasing AoA, which means that the transition overshoot becomes weak in the cone
windward as the AoA is increased, owing perhaps to the stronger compressibility there.
More studies are needed to clarify this phenomenon. In addition, there is a clear dif-
ference regarding the transition overshoot strength between the GAC-6 and CARDC-6
cases. The CARDC-6 cases have much stronger transition overshoots than those of the
GAC-6 cases. The reason is unclear, but it may be due to the different free-stream noise
levels of the CARDC and GAC wind tunnels [26].
Figure 2 compares the SED-SL computed St distribution along the meridian line of the

cone surface with themeasured one for the GAC-0 case. The simulation excellently agrees
with the measurement throughout the whole transition process. Especially, the transition
onset location (defined as the location with minimum St) and the peak surface heat flux
are computed very accurately, whose relative errors are less than 2%.
Figure 2 also includes a comparison between the St distribution and the measured sur-

face temperature increment (�Tw, with a reference Tw of 300 K) distribution with proper
normalization. The reason for this comparison is explained as the following. HBL transi-
tion has beenmore andmore frequently diagnosed by quantitative infrared thermography
for its high fidelity, wide angle of view and nonintrusion. However, the technique mea-
sures only the surface temperature and the heat flux has to be derived accordingly by an
algorithmwith specific heat transfer assumptions. In the CARDC experiments (andmany
others), only the surface temperature data are provided. Thus it is interesting to study
the relationship between �Tw and St, to identify whether or not �Tw can be an accept-
able approximation of the surface heat flux. In Fig. 2 one finds that, for the GAC-0 case,
by introducing a proportional factor to collapse �Tw with St in the laminar region, the
rescaled �Tw almost collapses with St over the whole TrBL, except a rather limited dis-
tinction owing mainly to the discrepancy of the transition onset location. Although this
apparent similarity has to be further validated with heat transfer models, it is understand-
able because the measurements are often conducted with a very short duration, such that
�Tw is strongly correlated with the local surface heat flux. Therefore, in the next section,
the CARDCdata of�Tw are utilized as substitutes for studying the heat flux distributions,
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Fig. 2 The St distribution along the meridian line computed by the SED-SL model for the GAC-0 case,
compared with the measured St distribution and the measured surface temperature increment with
appropriate normalization to collapse in the laminar region

which is more convincing considering their temperature increments are much smaller
than those of the GAC cases.
Figure 3 compares the SED-SL computed St contour with the measured one for the

GAC-6 case. The simulation result is almost identical to the measured contour over the
whole cone surface. A unique behaviour in the experiment is that, there is an array of
distinct, standing cross-flow vortices at around θ = 135◦, extending streamwise over a
considerably long length with a slight inclination towards the leeward side of the cone.
These vortices are stationary, usually occur in a quiet or low-noise environment, and are
often induced by surface roughness [10]. The cross-flow vortices disappear suddenly at
θ < 135◦, which is due to different wind-tunnel runs, as said in [22]. So, it is clear that
a large portion of the cone surface is governed by the cross-flow transition, as aforemen-
tioned. In a rather narrow range around θ = 180◦, the transition onset is significantly
earlier, along with a heat flux valley at θ = 180◦, which is apparently due to the counter-
rotating streamwise vortices. As shown in Fig. 3, the SED-SL simulation reproduces with
many details the elaborate distribution of St on the cone surface, but does not present the
standing cross-flow vortices on the lateral side of the cone.
The reason deserves further discussions. The current model is based on describing the

dilation symmetry property of boundary layers, which emerges as a result of the self-
organization of a set of turbulent eddies. In the case of a flow dominated by distinct
vortices, which often occurs when the disturbances are slight or in a particular form, the
flow evolves dynamically with usually discrete characteristic lengths, rather than statisti-
cally with continuously-distributed length scales (such that the power law is established).
Therefore, it will be more difficult, if not possible, for the SED-SL to describe the flows
whose length scales are not fully agitated, e.g. in the early stages of transition in some
cases. In the hypersonic transition, such flows could be the stationary cross-flow vortices,
or particular development of the Mack second mode that may lead to an additional peak
heat flux before transition [27, 28].
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Fig. 3 The St contours ameasured by Willems et al. [22] and b computed by the SED-SL model for the GAC-6
case

More quantitative comparisons are conducted by plotting the SED-SL computed St
profiles along different meridian lines together with the corresponding measured ones
acquired from the experimental contour (i.e. Fig. 3a), which are shown in Fig. 4 for the
windward, cross-flow and lee sides, respectively. For all the circumferential angles, the
simulated profiles agree excellently with the measured ones over the whole hypersonic
TrBLs. The relative errors of the computed transition onset location and peak heat flux
are within a few percent, which are prominent if one recalls the current status of the
hypersonic transition models (Note that the SED-SL in the current study has not been a
transition prediction model as the others).
Let us discuss more about the transition overshoot. Transition overshoot widely occurs

in by-pass transitions with strong environmental disturbances. It leads to significant
increase of peak surface heat flux in hypersonic flows that affects the thermal protec-
tion design. A clear understanding of the overshoot phenomenon is not yet established,
which results in the failure of most RANS-based transition models in predicting the
peak heat transfer. Qin et al. [29] have used an algebraic intermittency factor to accel-
erate the development of TBL in the late transition region, such that the overshoot
phenomenon is reproduced with a reasonable degree of accuracy. However, Qin et al.’s
method is based on the perspective of transition model construction, and its appli-
cability to complex configurations requires further investigations [13]. In the present
approach, the transition overshoot is characterized by a single parameter, βl, which, if
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Fig. 4 Comparisons between the St distributions along the meridian lines measured in experiment [22] and
computed by the SED-SL model for a the windward surface, b the lateral surface, and c the leeward surface
of the GAC-6 case. The data are vertically translated to be clearly displayed
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larger than unity, introduces a streamwise transition layer in between the laminar and
full-turbulent flows. In this layer, eddies stimulated upstream by intense disturbances
become highly developed, leading to a violent organization that requires a considerable
length (quantified by βl) to relax eventually to a conventional TBL. This streamwise tran-
sition layer mimics the buffer layer (in which the eddies are strong) in the wall-normal
direction of TBL, which exists in between the viscous sublayer and the full-developed
log-layer and bulk flow [30]. From this point of view, the transition overshoot is a nor-
mal phenomenon, and the robustness of βl in depicting various by-pass transitions is
understandable.
Nowwe report the streamwise development of the hypersonic TrBL on the cone surface

revealed by the three physical parameters of the SED-SL model. Figure 5 shows the vari-
ations of �+

0 and y+
buf along different meridian lines for the GAC-6 case. y+

buf denotes the
thickness of the buffer layer, i.e. the location of the near-wall coherent structures, which
has a crucial impact on the shape of the mean velocity profile, but is difficult to mea-
sure in experiments on high-speed boundary layers. In the current setting of the SED-SL
model, y+

buf has a streamwise two-layer development that depends only on x∗ (see Eq. (12)
and Fig. 5b), which can be seen as a first-order approximation. With DNS and possible
experimental profile data, the two-layer model of y+

buf can be assessed and refined in the
future.
On the other hand, �+

0 is more directly relevant to the skin friction and surface heat flux
distributions on the cone surface because it determines the magnitude of the stress length
and thus the levels of the eddy viscosity and eddy conductivity. As shown in Fig. 5a, �+

0
possesses a three-layer streamwise evolution, especially for the cross-flow and leeward
sides of the cone (on the lee side θ = 174◦ is selected to avoid the heat flux valley), where
about 25% overshoot can be found for �+

0 compared with the TBL value. At the windward
center, the transition overshoot is not apparent as aforementioned. From Fig. 5 one finds
that, although the transition mechanisms are very different in the windward, cross-flow
and leeward sides of the cone, the boundary layer development follows a similar way, with
only quantitative difference on �+

0 .
Figures 6 and 7 show the streamwise evolvements of the Reynolds shear stress and

streamwise mean velocity profiles during the transition process of case GAC-0. At the
transition onset the mean velocity is of a laminar profile (Fig. 7) and the Reynolds
shear stress is very small (Fig. 6). After that the boundary layer evolves rapidly from a
wall-normally Blasius structure to a four-layer TBL structure, as displayed in Fig. 7. A
detailed observation of the variation of the mean velocity profile indicates that the near-
wall viscous sublayer and buffer layer form before the outer layer, which is reasonable.
This streamwise development is currently described by a growth of �+

0 and y+
buf only,

as shown in Fig. 5. Although the true establishment of the TrBL may be more compli-
cated, the current proposal is tested to be a good approximation, as comparisons show.
At the location with the peak heat flux, the transition has almost been completed: the van
Driest-transformed mean velocity profile is close to a standard four-layer TBL shape, and
collapses in the log-layer with the logarithmic law of incompressible TBL (Fig. 7). More-
over, the Reynolds shear stress profiles become invariant in the inner region in wall unit,
and in the outer region with the outer coordinate, both agreeing with the DNS of Pirozzoli
et al. for a flat-plate TBL at Ma = 2.25 [31] (Fig. 6), showing the similarity of the flat-
plate TBL and the cone TBL (at zero incidence). Therefore, the Re- and Ma-invariance
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Fig. 5 Evolution of a the near wall eddy length �+
0 and b the buffer layer thickness y+buf along different

meridian lines for the GAC-6 case

properties of the Reynolds stress in the TBL regime are correctly captured by the SED-SL
model.

3.2 Simulation of the CARDC experiment

The measurement conducted by Chen et al. in CARDC [23] is a very recent experimental
study about the hypersonic transitional flow on a sharp cone. The data are of high accu-
racy, high resolution, and high repeatability. However, only �Tw data are provided, and
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Fig. 6 The Reynolds shear stress profiles at four streamwise locations for the GAC-0 case, plotted in a the
inner coordinate and b the outer coordinate. Rex = 3.62E6 indicates the transition onset location and
Rex = 6.05E6 indicates the transition peak location. Solid line denotes the DNS data of Pirozzoli et al. for an
adiabatic flat-plate TBL atMa = 2.25 [31]
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Fig. 7 The van Driest transformed streamwise mean velocity profiles at four streamwise locations for the
GAC-0 case. Solid stars denote the experimental data of Neeb et al. for TBL over a 7◦ half angle cone at
Ma = 6 [32]. Solid line denotes the DNS data of Li et al. for TBL over a 10◦ half angle cone atMa = 0.7 [33]

the measurement is restricted to the windward and leeward sides of the cone, making
the cross-flow regime inaccurate owing to the large angle of view. Here, we present the
computation of the CARDC cases with the SED-SL model.
The settings of the model parameters for the CARDC cases are shown in Fig. 1. Because

�Tw is closely correlated with the surface heat flux as revealed by Fig. 2, we directly
compare the simulated St with the rescaled �Tw, in which the proportional factor is
determined by making the laminar data collapse together.
Figure 8 compares the �Tw contours with the SED-SL computed St contours for all the

four CARDC cases. For the cones with nonzero AoA, the windward and leeward surfaces
are compared separately. The agreement between the simulation and measurement is
excellent throughout the cone surface and for all test cases. Therefore, the current model
demonstrates a high accuracy and a wide adaptivity in describing various hypersonic
TrBLs.
Further comparisons on profiles are performed in Figs. 9, 10, 11 and 12 for each CARDC

case, which confirm the agreements of the contours. In Fig. 9, specifically, the St profile
along the cone axial direction computed by the SED-SL is compared with the rescaled
�Tw profile measured in the experiment for the CARDC-0 case. Also plotted in Fig. 9 is
the GAC-0 case, to evaluate the similarity and discrepancy between the two experiments.
One finds that the SED-SLmodel accurately describes the surface heat transfer properties
of both TrBLs. A major difference between the two flows is the transition onset location,
which is earlier in the CARDC-0 case. Besides the small discrepancy onMa, two reasons
might contribute to this difference. First, the nose-tip radii of the GAC cone is much
larger than that of the CARDC one, leading to a postponed transition onset for the GAC-0
case according to [5]. Second, the free-stream noise level characterized by Tu = prms/p is
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Fig. 8 Comparisons between the surface temperature increment contours measured in experiment [23] and
the St contours computed by the SED-SL model for a the CARDC-0 case, and the windward and leeward
surfaces of b the CARDC-2 case, c the CARDC-4 case, and d the CARDC-6 case
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Fig. 9 The St distributions along the meridian line computed by the SED-SL model for the GAC-0 and
CARDC-0 cases, compared with the experimental data. For the CARDC-0 case, the experimental data are the
rescaled surface temperature increments

about 3.9% for the CARDC-0 case according to [23], and that of the GAC-0 case is about
2%, which also results in an earlier transition for the CARDC-0 flow [34]. Other than the
transition onsets, the two transitional flows are almost identical in the laminar and fully
turbulent regimes, which is captured by the SED-SL model.

4 Discussion and conclusion
In this work the HBL transition on a slender cone at moderate incidence has been stud-
ied via a symmetry-based length model: the SED-SL model. It is shown that, by properly
setting the multi-regime structure of the TrBL through only three parameters (i.e. a tran-
sition center, an after-transition near-wall eddy length, and a transition width quantifying
transition overshoot), the SED-SL correctly reproduces the heat flux distribution on the
whole cone surface (from windward to leeward side), agreeing closely with multiple sets
of wind tunnel data. The results demonstrate the validity of the SED theory regarding the
multi-regime similarity across a non-equilibrium transitional process. The success indi-
cates that a universal feature of the TrBL is captured, which is an organizational principle
for TBL (due to wall dilation symmetry), and then yields a simple algebraic model for
transitional HBLs.
The current SED-SLmodel has three distinct features compared to popular RANSmod-

els: its simplicity, accuracy and transparency for its parameter interpretation. The goal of
this paper is not yet to conclude a matured transition model for industrial application, but
to validate the symmetry-based description of the transitional HBLs. The current suc-
cess indicates that, with the accumulation of validated flow cases, a practical transition
model will emerge for computing a considerably large number of flows, with both high
prediction accuracy and wide adaptivity.
Note that the “similarity structure” proposed by the SED theory is statistical, and is

distinct from those highly unstable patterns such as instantaneous vortex structures or
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Fig. 10 Comparisons between the rescaled surface temperature increment distributions measured in
experiment and the St distributions computed by the SED-SL model for the CARDC-2 case. a The windward
surface, b the leeward surface. The data are vertically translated to be clearly displayed

wave-like perturbations (which have been the targets in the stability theory and coherent
structure studies). But we assert that only the similarity structure is stable and can be
directly related to mean flow properties (such as skin friction), so as to be relevant to
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Fig. 11 Comparisons between the rescaled surface temperature increment distributions measured in
experiment and the St distributions computed by the SED-SL model for the CARDC-4 case. a The windward
surface, b the leeward surface. The data are vertically translated to be clearly displayed

engineers’ prediction ability. So, the present results further support the assertion that the
most important task in the basic study of engineering flows is to characterize and quantify
this similarity structure.
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Fig. 12 Comparisons between the rescaled surface temperature increment distributions measured in
experiment and the St distributions computed by the SED-SL model for the CARDC-6 case. a The windward
surface, b the leeward surface. The data are vertically translated to be clearly displayed

For future perspective, it would be intriguing to investigate the dependence of the
transition-relevant multi-regime structure parameters on various flow parameters. For
example, our preliminary study shows that �∞

0 decreases with increasing Ma, which is
sound as compressibility yields a “compression” of eddy size globally, hence a smaller
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eddy-viscosity. Another crucial transition parameter is the transition center x∗, which
defines the transition location that is of utmost importance in aerospace engineering.
New correlation relationships between Rex∗ and multiple transition influential factors
have to be established for the current SED-SL model to reach full predictability, which
we will demonstrate to be feasible in a future communication, since we have captured the
right similarity structure.
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